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ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 224
£ 77, f of P are known in terms of those of P' by similar relations • see Art. 201.    The attraction of the column L'M ' at P is °
„      . infer that
By Ivory's theorem, P'jlf = PJf', FL^PL', Art. 202; the * attractions of the columns i-M, J7.M' are therefore ID the ratio of the areas dydz, dy'dsf of their bases, i.e. the x attractions are in the constant ratio bo to Vc'.
If we fill one ellipsoid with columns like LM, the other ellipsoid is rilled by the corresponding columns, and the x attractions of the corresponding columns are in the same ratio. We therefore
x attn of inner ellipd at P'     bo          -———*-»-«*-.
— — — -r—~ - —=-, — -~-=r = 77-7 .
x attn of outer ellipd at P     be
Similar theorems apply to the y and z components of the attractions of the two ellipsoids.
This theorem was enunciated and proved by Ivjoryjba the Phil. Trans, for 1809. "We ought perhaps to speak of it as Ivory's demonstration of Laplace's Theorem. But Ivory's own proof is not now exactly followed, as further simplifications have been introduced. The extension of the theorem to any law of force is due to Poisson, Bullet in... la Socicte Philomathique. 1812, 1813.
223. When the law of attraction is the inverse square, the axial components of the attraction of the oujber^ elH.g§o.id at the internal point P or (£, 77, f) are
X = - A'p&      F= - B'pv,     Z = - C'p£ The axial components of the inner ellipsoid at the external point Pf or (£', 97', D are therefore given by
'                 *                                             '         *    a"c
Here a', b\ c' are the semi-axes of the confocal drawn through the attracted point P', and A', B\ G' are the same functions of the ratios of the axes a, 6', c that A, B, 0 in Art. 213 are of the ratios of a, b, c.
224. From these values of X', F', Z' we may at once deduce 'a theorem often called Maclaurin's theorem. If we compare the attractions at the same""point of two different ellipsoids bounded by confocals, we notice that a/, 6', c are the same for each, so that each of the components X' , Y', Z' is proportional to abc, i.e. to the product of the axes. The attractions therefore at the same external point of different homogeneous ellipsoidal bodies bounded by confocals are the same in direction and their magnitudes are

